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What do researchers want?
NO DOUBLE ENTRY OF METADATA
REWARD FOR DOING RDM (STORAGE)
COLLABORATION WITHIN UQ
COLLABORATION OUTSIDE OF UQ
COLLABORATION WITH COMMERCIAL PARTNERS
NO LOSS OF STUDENT DATA
HELP WITH MANAGING DATA RESPONSIBILITIES
SYSTEMS TO HANDLE HARD DATA
LONG TERM ARCHIVAL OF DATA
EASY CONTROL OF ACCESS

iDMP-I: Metadata harvesting
iDMP-II: Shared storage allocation
iDMP-III: Migrating data to managed collections
iDMP-IV: Closing the loop
Series of Projects
iDMP-I: Metadata harvesting
Goals
What are the essential fields 
-> what do we need to know right now
-> what NOT to ask
The UQ Approach: 
DMPs vs DMRs
iDMP-II: Shared storage allocation
Competitive edge
Deliverable # 1 
Automated storage
Storage allocation
Single view of data at UQ
Single mapped drive     RDM Cloud         Sync Client
Easier within UQ: works on any platforms
Easier in Australia
Easier with international research community
Deliverable # 2
Collaboration made easy
But what about my industry partners?
Sharing by email
Coming soon: LinkedIN*
* Not everyone is convinced but it’s ok….
Living document: 
Updating when needed
Deliverable #3 
DMP at any time
Funders
DMP questions


Back-up
Data @ UQ
Compliance - Solving the LT conundrum
Deliverable # 4
Minimal efforts 
for doing the right thing

iDMP-IV: Closing the loop
Project creation
 Number of records
 Collaborations
Users
 Staff 
 HDR
 External Collaborators
A swift uptake
Pre-launch work
 Informing ADRs – DVC-R sponsoring the project
 ITS
 Librarians
Rollout strategy
Driving the uptake
ACTIVELY FACILITATED + PURPOSEFUL ROLLOUT
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ITS
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Research Administrators
Research Partnership Managers
Research Integrity Advisor
ITS Relationship Managers
Other stakeholders
Project NOT People driven
Initiating a culture change
Data Custodian’s Role 
Orphaned projects
Transferring Lead
Research Integrity
Long term 
Another step towards 
F + A of FAIR Data
PUBLISH
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ACCESS
1. https://www.force11.org/group/fairgroup/fairprinciples
Business as usual
 Graduate School
 Office of Ethics
 Office of Research Integrity
 Research Computing Centre
The UQRDM is here to stay
iDMP-III: 
Migrating data to managed collections
eSpace and DataSets
Another step towards 
FAIR
Linking, Linking, Linking
Funding
Ethics
Working 
Data
Output
iDMP-III: 
Migrating data to managed collections
Archives - compliance
Linking, Linking, Linking
Funding
Ethics
Working 
Data
Output
Archive
Linking, Linking, Linking
Digital Research Notebook
Feedback to Researchers
 Education on data retention
 In-kind for grant application
Enhancing the UQRDM
Challenges ahead
Data Management Planning – how will it be used
Extra sensitive data – More convincing to do and not 
just at UQ
Towards reproducibility: more education, packaging 
files (Bagit / DataCrate?)
Keeping the flame alive! (system cannot be static)
Instrument collections and big data – in time
Challenges ahead
Engagement process
Building a unique value proposition* and a consistent 
message**
* Why the UQRDM is better than a commercial product
** We are all saying the same thing 
Success and Lessons learnt
Success and Lessons learnt
Federating 
energies!
Mix of people. 
Academics, Admin, 
Library, Recent PhD 
student, Technical 
staff, champions.....
Codes available for evaluation by other Universities.
Towards a UQRDM community
Name Author / Source Licence
Moon, Planet, Nicholas, Reindeer 
Sleigh, Christmas
https://www.maxpixel.net/Planet-Moon-Reindeer-Sleigh-Christmas-Nicholas-
3021005 CC0
Woman By Carl Holderness, GB CC-BY
Cloud By Tumitsu CC0
Worker By Carl Holderness, GB CC-BY
Clock Photo by Andrey Grushnikov CC0
Sunset Beach people https://www.pexels.com/photo/sunset
-beach-people-sunrise-40815/
CC0
Analytics Photo by Lukas from Pexels CC0
Group fist bump Photo by rawpixel.com from Pexels CC0
ORCID®  Logo https://orcid.org ©
RAiD Logo https://www.raid.org.au © 
Desk display Photo by Lukas from Pexels CC0
Adventure climbing Photo by Riccardo Bresciani from 
Pexels
CC0
Questions?
